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GEOG- PHY T XTBOOK WHAT GETS CHOSEN WHERE

Ed n. iss, Jr = and Rebecca Sturm

Northern Kentucky University

line aspect of geographic education at the secondary level that has

roceived relatively little attention relates to the geography textbook,

that what textbooks are used and what spatial pattern of textbook

adoption ex ki'sts. Information _n -on textboo use is. sketchy on a nationwide

basis; it s re -dily av lablo , however, on books selected for use

states that adopt textbooks on a state wide basis. Data acquired from

the 70 "s1 -te adoption" jurisdictions. constitute the basis of this

paper.
4

order to collect data that was as accurate as possib sent

s in July, 1952 to the social studies coordinators (or persons

with that re pon bility) +or all ty states equesLiiiy list of all

high school geography texts approved for use in those states as well as

information on the selection proCe: used. Ultimately, all *fifty states

responded in some f -hion. Contact with various professional

educational orgy tions provided little relevant information, and

mmunications with textbook publishers were particularly unproductive.

Except as noted below, data base and literature searches produced

latively little and, as a consequenc 'd rect informaton from the

constitutes the chief basis of this report. See Figures 1 and 2.

order to unde t nd the issues of state =wide adoption as they.

ate to gitography overview of the history of tentbOOK-4



adoption in the United citates might be appropriate. The history of the

Arrrer it_an textbook is an i nteresti. ng lAnd elusive one. Textbooks were

y Llfurencc or rcy w 3 now they are oft_n the q

source of information for a subject area. Having their' beginnings in

the early Webster spellers and McGuffey readers, textbooks began to

come into their o II with the spread of compulsory mass public edteducation

at the end of the last century and the this one. By the early

part the 20th century, there were more _Wren in school (and hence

a market) and

by larger buildings consisting of isolated classrooms.

need for subject content related to a specific grade individual

tradional American one room school was being replaced

To meet the new

Le xtbooks began tO\be produced.

During this evolution, the textbook also ceased to be authored i in

the traditional sense; . that is to be associated with a single

authority in the field. More typically, they were team authored,

edited, or "developed"- the textbook publisher controlling the market

instead f an author searching for a publisher for his book. Publishers

began to consult state curriculum mandates to wee wl °ak should be

published.
4

Many wellnown textbooE publishers crf the past have been acquired

by .large conglomerates such as IBM, Xerox and RCA, whose textbook pales

figures are most impossible to obtain. Thus, the American textbook

market appears increasingly to be a lucrative, secretive one, often

more related marketing issues than to educational ones, and highl

structured and controlled. One mechaniSm related'to that control is the

state adoption

states.

ese textbooks, a practice currently followed by 2Q

Within_ these states, adoption procedures regarding geography



vary widely. Out o

was unavailable,

regard co rregut

years; 6 -very

co not indicate

committees haVe

education field

states, information from two states

wing is based on the r mainin 18. In

text I splect eve

4 ye--s- 1 every 2 years (Texas ) - and 4

jurisdictions the textbook selection

n of people from various-levels of the-

as lay people> _Utah and Mississippi have

surrvisory corn for each curriculum area. Ely contrast,

Kentucky and New Mexico do not provide the social studies specialists

voting power i n geography to adoption. I1bst Mates indicate that

texts are sent to the selection committee and es indicate that

public hearings --These t xts are part of the selection process'.

state listed speci-FiE guidelines for geography text selection. Out

the le states, the connection between pont and this education

process appears obvious because the governor or governor - appointed

1 selects the committee.

This then, is the general background of textb k adoption in the

ulmt ons relating to geography thai weUnited States

should

hav=e

today. Among th-

to -raise are: What pattern exists for Sdictions that

ide adoption policies? What influence, any, do 3arlier,(

states, such A5 Texas, 'have on the adoption policies of other states?

What books are fact selected, and where are they selected?

The first, and perhaps most st ,king result' o come from

this study was the spatial pattern of states that have state -wide

adoption policie As can be seen from Figure 3, almost all such

states are in the South or Mountain West;- with the except

Indiana-, no state in the Midwest, Plains, or Nortpeast.has scat

adoption policy. The reasons for this pattern are not



clear. Clyde Tidwe iting in the
.

920's, speculates that suL ilapp
,.

--li

alsostates might not h ve had confidence in lot

4S t;le:t parer lobbied

leadership. There

"*gyp
do adoption

t,_

policies to avoid tare expense of new textbooks after each family move,

although this motivation would not seem to have been unique to the

-South or Mountain West. One could also speculate that these two regions

tended to be socially and politically more - conservative than .the r'est

the country and felt a greater need to regulate the textbooks that

were being used in the schools in their jurisdictions. Indiana,

generally considered among the most conservative of Midwestern states'

would fit into this pattern; only Oregon and Hai
41.

from the gen

appear to depart

And

e.

co rel.atien between state-wide adoption p

areas that are considered to be politically_ and socially. onse vat
N

A common assertion regarding textbooks is that the large textbook

adopting states especially Texas exercise a.disproportionate

effect on the textbook selection in other.jurisdictions or at the very
A

least, .cause qublishers to slant their offerings so as to capture the

lucrative Texas market.
-

larder-to test the assertion that T xas does

k

in fact have' coinaiderable influence .outside its borderS,' Texas' list

f geography textbooks was 'compared with lists in the other adopting

states. Two of the five books on Texas' list did not appear on the lfsts-

of any of the other states. Moreover, the textbooks dhgsen in.Texas

wc,re clearly the oldest of any jurisdiction examined. all

published_ between 1969 and 1972. Texas thus appears reluctant to adopt

newer books that might be attacked on political or social grounds, a

reluctance in 1 rge part attributable to the activity of'Mel and Norma

Gabler and their organization, Educational Research Analysts. The

conclusion therefOre, that. Texas has rela ively little influence o



the current adoption policies of geography exts in other states.

more rigorous appro

attempted thr °ugh tine use df

series caf 2 j grouping

routine should identify which- states had Similar adoption lists -for

geography texts. Thus, the. first cluster would identiiy those two

to the questicin of 'Texas influence as

riailyzis pro4ram mhich,prod d

or cluters. See Figure 4. This clustering

stat whose textbook

additional clustering' would group each with other-states with

-vg

1 sts most resembled each other's. Eghl

which it I d' -the greatest simi.l arity. . By the fifteerith Cluster. all but

fpur states-- Te r- Oregon, Louisiana, and Hawaii - had been-gakouped

th other states. In other words, these four staties had textbook..

adoption patterns- that differed most m -kedly the other statewide

adoption jurisdictipns.

ThSk luster -.routine also revealed several .other interesting

relationships. For example

groupings Orad emerged

ssi poi, and Arkahsas;

by the -tenth- cluster4three major state

"Deep South" cluster of Alabam Georgia,

a %Border= South/Mountain West cluster of
#

Florida, Oklahoma6 New Mex'c_, and Nevada; and a Middle South area. that

non - souther

Indi ana,

neighborhood

o included two

Tennse

suggestion

clustered

program, Kentucky,

Virgi

n states (North qoardlina, South Carolina,

and -.. Idaho/. Although the

effect at work here, the states ngt

S Some

p.

are probably most significant. Thus, at this stage,of thp

apart from

behirld the

Utal-i, Lodi. si ana Hiwaii
. ,

any. other Qroup.oliAlthough
a

textbook' ,e'lect'ion process i in these states, they all, with

Oregon-, 'and Texas remained

re.unlware o the,reasonin

the possiblo exception of KentuCky, have diStinctive social or

political character stits that 'set them 'apart from the other textbook-

adov On coM impossible to establish a dirsii,



causal. connection between

characteristics of, states and

never heie s, one sHiyI

the apparent social and political.

n policies;

hat tte stat2E t a l i ply to1.a

their textbook selec

an educational trend in any field would be those states that re'

distinctive in their basic societal qualities.

Although no attempt was made t9. analyze in `depth' each df the

thirty-five: books individually, certain- generalizations can

nevertheless be made regarding the content of texts chosen by the

state-adoption jurisdictions. -The textbooks consistently)4ollowed what-

can be considered the traditional world regional geography form-at:a few

inteoducto y ohapte nted chiefly td and physical rographyand

maps followed by a region by region description of the wor -16tdredveri--

the leading texts all had the same general appear nce: all were roughly.

the same size, and all were, profuse y illustrated with maps, diagrams

And photographs. Encouragingly, many attempted to dove bpyond simple

I

description towards some =explanation of c rent Cultural economic, and

political pattern . It is noteworthy, however, that thd High School

Geography Projects Geograohy-_in_ an Urban-Age was selected by only

Utah.-

Concluskon The policy statewide adopt on textbooks:

produces a clear regional pattern that at point is only partially

.

understood. As noted., above, one .might(
f

syeculate that certain

j rlsdictions wished to maintain- contrbl. th state le -1 of books

that\ would be used t the local level--especially in an era.of rig

school segregation when mast of the state adoption laws were passed.

One i s also struck by, the frequency of selection of relatively few

books out of a large number of p *sidle texts -- clearly, tend to

*enact relatively, sa4o, tradilti9 nal biSekp -with tredional, bacheati'Th
.



shor age of educators trained

Finally, the lat-I-ge states, esp-

n geography ffloy well be a factor here.

as, do not appear to ha _ the--1

impact on textbo selection that, 1-Fasbeen claimed iat least rs far:'

as geography tbooks are concerned.
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